
- A Personal Forest Therapy Experience - 

Give yourself the gift of bathing in the relaxing and therapeutic embrace of the forest, just follow 

these 5 invitations (please see the invitation 'tea ceremony' for what you need to bring with you). 

The Pleasures of Presence  

- Relax into the simple pleasure of your senses - 

Find a comfortable standing position, put down any bags you may have and expose as much of your 
skin as is comfortable. Close your eyes. Take a few deeps breaths, knowing that the forest is 

breathing out just what you need - Oxygen - and that you breath out just what the forest needs - 
Carbon Dioxide. Take a few minutes noticing with each of your other four senses hearing, touch, 

smell and taste, one at a time. Some things that you could notice: the quietest sound you can hear, 
air movement on your skin, the smell of the earth under your feet.....can you taste the air? When 
you have moved through these four senses notice what is giving you pleasure in this moment. Is 

there something simple you can do to experience more of this pleasure? A simple movement 
perhaps? Now with your palms facing forward, and still with your eyes closed, move slowly around 

in a circle sensing the 'felt sense' of different directions. Stop when you find a direction that just 
feels really good to you. Is there a way you would like to greet this direction? When you are ready to 

open your eyes........how does it feel to take in what you see as a picture that was painted just for 
you by someone who knows you well and loves you deeply?                                                                   

This whole invitation should take atleast 10 minutes 

Arriving Home 

- Calibrate with the ambient rhythms of the forest - 

Choose one of your senses that you would like to deepen your experience with. Take 20 minutes to 

cover the distance of 50-150m. As you slowly move along allow your chosen sense to engage with 

beings along the way. Some examples include:  if you have chosen touch you may want to spend 

your time exploring texture, if you have chosen sight you may want to explore movement along the 

way, if you have chosen sound you may want to move close and listen for new quieter sounds. The 

secret is to keep it really simple,  focused on one kind of noticing and give your attention to your 

chosen sense in a way that allows you to pick up details that you haven't noticed before . 

 If exploring taste only taste plants that you are 100 % sure are edible.  

Meeting with a Tree 

- Asking for the support you need - 

For this invitation I would like you to enter into a way of seeing trees that may be new to you, even 

hard to belief for a short time. Science is discovering so much right now about trees abilities to sense 



and communicate. So I invite to allow for the possibility of being able to somehow communicate 

with a tree.  

Using your body radar again, as you did at the end of the first invitation, find a direction that feels 

good and allow your body to guide you towards a tree. Find a way to come into contact with the 

tree, this can just be visual or it can be physically touching the tree. Now introduce yourself to the 

tree by sharing your name and anything else you feel called to. Saying this out loud gives extra  

potency. When you are finished give some time for the tree to introduce itself to you. This can 

happen in many ways when we listen with all our senses....perhaps the wind blows through the 

leaves and you feel a sense of greeting, maybe even a name...the 'whispering tree'. Once this feels 

complete take some time to share what it is you are looking for support with in your life. When you 

are finished, again take some time to listen again with all your senses, just noticing what's happening 

in the moment.....nature can be a surprising mirror for our own inner wisdom. When listening feels 

complete find a way to thank the tree for this experience. 

Tea Ceremony 

- Integrating your experience - 

Now it's time to relax and incorporate this experience, that is to literally take the forest into your 

body, through sharing some tea with the forest. Take with you what you need for hot water (this can 

be anything from a camping stove and a small pot to a thermos of hot water), water, a small teapot 

and two small cups, and some lose herbs (if you feel 100% sure of identification it is really nice to 

forage some wild edible tea plants). Make some tea. When the tea has infused pour some into both 

of the cups. Offer the first cup to the forest with some words of gratitude for your experience. 

Before you drink your tea take some time to enjoy it with all your senses, feel its warmth, smell its 

scent, notice its colour....then taste and savour. 

Returning Home 

- Sharing your experience - 

Sometime after your time in the forest find a trusted friend or family member to share the story of 

the experience with. Perhaps they would like to come with you next time? 
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